
6. Enquiries to the seller

The following questions are not related to the actual hardware configuration of
the Mac but may be of interest for the prospective buyer. If those information
are not part of the selling offer, but are meaningful to you, you should ask the
buyer the following questions. All platforms online offer the functionality to get
into contact with the seller of an item.

• Was the Mac switched off at night or was it running 24/7?
• Was the Mac used in a smoke-free environment? (home, office)
• Was the Mac used in a household with pets? (interesting for people with
allergies)

Help for the seller - If you have to ask for more information

Many sellers are do not know much about Mac hardware specifics and my have
problems to provide all the information in their offer for people who want to buy
their Mac. You, as the buyer need this information because you have to verify
the quality of the Mac offered to you and to check if the offer is worthwhile. I
have composed a list with which you can help the seller to gather all necessary
information and send them over to you.

Hint: If you want to send the following step by step guide to the
seller via email, you can download these instructions as PDF here:
http://www.maknesium.com/buyusedmacs

Gathering basic data about the Mac:

1. About this Mac

Click on the apple symbol in the upper left corner on the screen and select the
menu item About this Mac:

You will now see information about the operating system version in use (OS X
Version 10.X.X), the processor and the memory configuration of the Mac.

This screen may look slightly different depending on the OS X version used. The
information shown will be the same as in the screenshot above. A screenshot from
this window with the system data can be produced by pressing CMD+Shift+4
simultaneously (shift means the key for getting the upper letters above the CTRL
key). The cursor now becomes little crosshairs. After you have pressed the space
bar, you can now left-click with the cursor (which looks like a small camera now)
right into the window with the system data. The screenshot of this window will
be saved onto the desktop.
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Figure 8: Menu item “About This Mac”
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Figure 9: “About this Mac” system information

2. Additional system information

More system information are shown after a click on the button More Info.

Here, the graphics card used in the Mac (e.g. Intel Iris), the exact model of
the Mac “Retina, 13-inch, Late 2013” and the serial number (blurred here) are
shown. The serial number is important to verify if a product recall was issued
for this specific device. A screenshot of this window with the same method as
described above (CMD+Shift+4, Space bar, left-click onto the window) is also
recommended.

3. System report

After a click on the button System Report another program opens up which
shows additional information (partly blurred here). A screenshot containing this
information should also be saved and added to the offer.

Under certain circumstances, like if you plan to upgrade the memory of the Mac
or if someone asks explicitly for the exact memory modules used, it makes sense
to add the detail information the the memory modules to the selling offer. A
memory information example using the system report application is shown in
the screenshot below.
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Figure 10: More info

Figure 11: System report Hardware Overview
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Figure 12: System report Memory Slots
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4. Coconut Battery (MacBooks only)

With the tool coconutBattery which you can download here: http://www.
coconut-flavour.com/coconutbattery/ you can gather all necessary information
about the battery of the MacBook. After the launch of the program you should
take a screenshot from this information as well (CMD+Shift+4, space bar,
left-click onto the coconut window).

Figure 13: Battery condition of a MacBook Pro with coconutBattery

You should add the screenshots with all the information of About this Mac,
Additional system information, System report and Coconut Battery (MacBooks
only) to your selling offer or send the screenshots to the potential buyer via
email. She now has all information to get a detailed picture about the Mac. In
addition to that, a selling offer with lots of detailed information increases trust
towards the seller, significantly.
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